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The present invention relates to a method for manufacturing a green tyre using a building drum and a transfer device, which method comprises a step of arranging tyre components for the green tyre on a building drum, a step during which the transfer device is placed around the building drum, and a removal step during which a removal device removes the green tyre from the building drum. Although in principle said method is able to deliver green tyres of good quality, the time needed for manufacturing a green tyre is relatively long. In the method according to EP-O 719 632 A2 the projecting elements of the removal device are not placed around the green tyre until the removal device has already been moved from a position around the building drum. At an earlier stage the transfer device is subsequently removed from the building drum by the removal device. At an earlier stage the transfer device has already been moved from a position around the building drum into a position spaced apart from the building drum. Although in principle said method is able to deliver green tyres of good quality, the time needed for manufacturing a green tyre is relatively long.

In an advantageous embodiment of a method according to the invention the method comprises the steps of: after ending the last manufacturing process still have to be carried out or completed. This results in a considerable saving of time. In the method according to EP-O 719 632 A2 the projecting elements of the removal device are not placed around the green tyre until the green tyre has completely been finished, which green tyre is subsequently removed from the building drum by the removal device. At an earlier stage the transfer device has already been moved from a position around the building drum into a position spaced apart from the building drum. Although in principle said method is able to deliver green tyres of good quality, the time needed for manufacturing a green tyre is relatively long.
The invention will be elucidated on the basis of that the green tyre collapses prior to removal. In case those with relatively limp side walls) it is prevented that the green tyre, in case of some types of green tyres (for instance those with relatively limp side walls) it is prevented that the green tyre collapses prior to removal.

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The invention will be elucidated on the basis of a number of exemplary embodiments shown in the attached drawings, in which:

- Figure 1A schematically in side view shows a device for manufacturing a green tyre, which device is provided with a building drum and spaced apart there from a transfer device, with which device the inventive method can be carried out,

- Figure 1B shows the device of Figure 1A at the stage of the method in which the transfer device is placed around the building drum, and the projecting elements of the removal device are placed between the building drum and the transfer device;

- Figures 2A-2D schematically show the movement of the removal device; and

- Figure 3 schematically shows a cross-section according to the line III-III of figure 1B.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] Figure 1A schematically shows a side view of a device for manufacturing a green tyre. The device is provided with a building drum 1 and spaced apart there from a transfer device 2. In the embodiment shown the building drum 1 is movable towards and away from the transfer device 2, which in the embodiment shown is designed so as to be stationary, yet alternatively the transfer device can be designed so as to be movable and the building drum stationary, or both can be designed so as to be movable. Furthermore a removal device 5 having projecting elements 6, 7, 8 is provided, which in one step of the method is used for removing the green tyre from the building drum 1. In that case the projecting elements 6, 7, 8 can be placed up to a distance from and around the outer circumference of the green tyre arranged on the building drum and can also be placed such so as to engage the outer side of the green tyre.

[0013] The method described below can be carried out with said device shown as an example.

[0014] In a way that is not further described, but which is known per se the method for manufacturing a green tyre comprises a step of arranging tyre components for the green tyre on the building drum 1. Reference may for instance be made to EP-O 719 632 A2. Optionally another building drum 3 may be present on which other tyre components can be arranged, which via the transfer device can be transferred to the building drum 1. Moreover other devices that are known per se, such as a bead device 4 for placing beads may be present. Said additional devices will not be further described here, in order not to make the subject of the invention unnecessarily unclear.

[0015] As schematically shown in figure 1B at one stage of the method the transfer device 2 is placed around the building drum 1. In said position it is common that a last manufacturing process for manufacturing the green tyre is carried out on the building drum 1. A last manufacturing process may for instance be pressing rollers against the tyre components while the building drum rotates. According to the invention it will then also be possible that the projecting elements 6, 7, 8 of the removal device 5 are placed between the building drum 1 and the transfer device 2. In that case the projecting elements 6, 7, 8 can be placed up to a distance from and around the outer circumference of the green tyre, as is elucidated on the basis of figure 3. In that way the projecting elements 6, 7, 8 of the removal device 5 can already be placed in position around the as yet not completely finished green tyre at the moment that the last production steps have yet to be carried out, or when they have not yet been completed. This results in a considerable saving of time. Up until now a removal device has always been used that was not placed in a position around the green tyre until after the green tyre had been completely finished, the present invention breaks with this common way of operating as a result of which a considerable saving of time is achieved.

[0016] As shown in the embodiment of figures 1A and 1B the removal device 5 is suspended from an upper rail 9, which is also schematically shown in figures 2A-2D. By means of transverse rail 10 the removal device 5 can be placed beyond the path of the rail 9, so that the removal device 5 can be brought in a position in which it does not hinder other parts of the device for manufacturing the green tyre. The movement of the removal device in x and y direction is indicated by arrows in question. The arrow in the direction z indicates that the projecting elements 6, 7, 8 can be moved towards each other to clamp the green tyre. Said movement towards each other of the...
projecting elements is known per se from EP-O 719 632 A2. It will be clear that the removal device in an alternative embodiment may also be arranged on a bottom rail, or on a robot arm ensuring that the projecting elements can be brought up into the transfer device and around the building drum.

[0017] Figure 3 schematically shows a cross-section according to line III-III of figure 1B. Here it can be seen that the transfer device is a transfer ring 11 comprising radially movable retaining elements 12 for retaining the tyre components 13. Such a transfer ring is known per se, for instance from EP-O 719 632 A2 or EP-O 223 317 A1. For retaining the tyre components the transfer ring 11 is first placed around the building drum 1, after which the retaining elements 12 are moved from a first inactive position (as shown in figure 3) in which the retaining elements 12 are radially farthest removed from each other, into an active position (not shown) in which the retaining elements 12 abut the tyre components 13 in question. As can be seen in figure 3 the retaining elements 12 in the inactive position are spaced apart from each other in circumferential direction. According to the invention, when the retaining elements 12 are in the inactive position, the projecting elements 6, 7, 8 of the removal device are placed between adjacent situated retaining elements 12 in question. This may take place during or prior to the last operation before finishing the green tyre. When said last operation has been completed, the retaining elements 12 are brought in the active position, in which they retain the green tyre. In a manner known per se the building drum 1 is subsequently moved away from the transfer ring 2, after which the projecting elements 6, 7, 8 only need to be moved towards each other for engaging the green tyre, which then as a result of a suitable movement of the removal device can be removed from the building drum 1. Shortly retaining the green tyre by the retaining elements 12 prior to the projecting elements 6, 7, 8 engaging the green tyre, may in case of green tyres having relatively firm side walls (for instance intended for so-called run flat tyres) be optionally dispensed with.

[0018] Although in the shown embodiments three projecting elements are shown, it will be clear to an expert that any other suitable number of projecting elements can also be applied within the invention. It is furthermore possible in alternative embodiments of the invention that the position of the projecting elements differs from the position as shown in the figures. For instance it is possible in the last operation of manufacturing a green tyre that rollers press the tyre components against each other. The projecting elements will then of course be placed such so as not to interfere with the rollers.

[0019] The above description is included to illustrate the operation of preferred embodiments of the invention and not to limit the scope of the invention. Starting from the above explanation many variations that fall within the scope of the present invention, particularly as defined in the attached claims, will be evident to an expert.

Claims

1. Method for manufacturing a green tyre using a building drum (1) and a transfer device (2), which method comprises:
   a step of arranging tyre components (13) for the green tyre on a building drum (1),
   a step during which the transfer device (2) is placed around the building drum (1),
   a step during which a last manufacturing process for a green tyre is carried out on the building drum (1), and
   a removal step during which a removal device (5) removes the green tyre from the building drum, wherein the removal device (5) is provided with projecting elements (6, 7, 8) that can be placed up to a distance from and around the outer circumference of the green tyre and which projecting elements (6, 7, 8) can be placed such so as to engage the outer side of the green tyre, characterised in that the removal step further comprises during the step in which the transfer device (2) is placed around the building drum (1), placing the projecting elements (6, 7, 8) up to a distance from and around the outer circumference of the building drum (1).

2. Method according to claim 1, characterised in that placing the projecting elements (6, 7, 8) up to a distance from and around the outer circumference of the building drum (1) is carried out before the last manufacturing process has been ended.

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, characterised in that the method comprises the steps of:
   selecting a transfer ring (11) for the transfer device (2) which ring comprises radially movable retaining elements (12) for retaining the tyre components (13),
   wherein the removal step further comprises: after ending the last manufacturing process moving the retaining elements (12) from a first inactive position, in which the retaining elements (12) are radially farthest removed from each other and in which the retaining elements (12) are spaced apart from each other in circumferential direction, into an active position in which the retaining elements (12) abut the tyre components in question; when the retaining elements (12) are in the active position, moving the building drum (1) away from the transfer ring (11), after which the projecting elements (6, 7, 8) are brought into engagement with the outer side of the green tyre; and subsequently moving the retaining elements (12) towards the inactive position.
Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Reifenrohlings mit-
hilfe einer Bautrommel (1) und einer Förderungsvor-
richtung (2), wobei das Verfahren Folgendes um-
fasst:

- einen Schritt des Anordnens von Reifenkompo-
nenten (13) für den Reifenrohling auf einer
  Bautrommel (1),
- einen Schritt, bei dem die Förderungsvorrich-
tung (2) um die Bautrommel (1) herum angeord-
net wird,
- einen Schritt, bei dem ein letzter Herstellungs-
  prozess für einen Reifenrohling auf der
  Bautrommel (1) ausgeführt wird, und
- einen Schritt des Entfernens, bei dem eine Ent-
  fernvorrichtung (5) den Reifenrohling von der
  Bautrommel abnimmt, wobei die Entfernungsvor-
  richtung (5) mit vorspringenden Elementen (6, 7, 8)
  versehen ist, die bis zu einem Abstand von und
  um den Außenumfang des Reifenrohlings her-
  um angeordnet werden können, und wobei die
  vorspringenden Elemente (6, 7, 8) so angeord-
  net werden können, dass sie in die Außenseite
  des Reifenrohlings eingreifen,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass

Revendications

1. Procédé de fabrication d’un pneumatique cru au
moyen d’un tambour de confection (1) et d’un dis-
positif de transfert (2), lequel procédé comprend :

- une étape d’agencement des éléments de pneu
  (13) pour le pneu cru sur un tambour de confection
  (1),
- une étape durant laquelle le dispositif de trans-
  fert (2) est placé autour du tambour de confection
  (1),
- une étape durant laquelle un dernier processus
  de fabrication pour un pneu cru est mis en
  oeuvre sur le tambour de confection (1), et
- une étape d’enlèvement durant laquelle un dis-
  positif d’enlèvement (5) enlève le pneu cru du
tambour de confection, le dispositif d’enlève-
ment (5) étant doté d’éléments saillants (6, 7, 8)
qui peuvent être placés à une distance de la
circonférence externe du pneu cru, et autour de
ce circonférence, lesquels éléments saillants
(6, 7, 8) pouvant être disposés de manière à
engager la face externe du pneu cru,

caractérisé en ce que l’étape d’enlèvement
comprend, en outre, durant l’étape où le dispo-
sitif de transfert (2) est placé autour du tambour
de confection (1), le placement des éléments
saillants (6, 7, 8) à une distance de la circonfé-
rence externe du tambour de confection (1), et
autour de cette circonférence.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce
que le placement des éléments saillants (6, 7, 8) à
une distance de la circonférence externe du tambour
de confection (1), et autour de cette circonférence,
est réalisé avant que soit terminé le dernier proces-
sus de fabrication.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, caractérisé en ce
que le procédé comprend les étapes consis-
tant à :

- sélectionner un anneau de transfert (11) pour le
dispositif de transfert (2), lequel anneau com-
prend des éléments de retenue mobiles radia-
lement (12) destinés à retenir les éléments de
pneu (13),
l’étape d’enlèvement comprenant, en outre, les opérations suivantes consistant à : une fois terminé le dernier processus de fabrication, déplacer les éléments de retenue (12) depuis une première position inactive, dans laquelle les éléments de retenue (12) sont radialement les plus éloignés les uns des autres et dans laquelle les éléments de retenue (12) sont espacés les uns des autres dans la direction circonférentielle, jusque dans une position active dans laquelle les éléments de retenue (12) butent contre les éléments de pneu en question ; lorsque les éléments de retenue (12) sont dans la position active, éloigner le tambour de confection (1) de l’anneau de transfert (11), après quoi les éléments saillants (6, 7, 8) sont amenés en engagement avec la face externe du pneu cru ; et, enfin, déplacer les éléments de retenue (12) vers la position inactive.
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